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How to have POSITIVE
INFLUENCE and IMPACT
L EADERSH IP COACH AN D AUTH OR CATH ERIN E STOTH ART
REV EAL S TH E SECRETS TO CON N ECTIN G WITH OTH ERS

N

o one tells you how to be
a leader. Most of us pick it
up as we go along, perhaps
learning from role models
and experience, or from books and training
courses – if we are lucky. It can be a hit-andmiss affair. And in truth, there is no single
best way to be a leader – we must lead from
who we are, from our own strengths and
values. Whatever your leadership style, one
thing is constant – you can’t lead other people
if they don’t want to follow you, so how you
influence them is a critical success factor.
Many organisations are trans-national,
with leaders needing to interact both face to
face and virtually with people in other parts
of the world, who speak different languages
and have different cultural expectations.
They are often from diverse backgrounds,
working in matrix structures and multifunctional teams, and all this adds to the
complex task of communicating with them
and gaining their commitment.

WH AT AR E T H E P IT FALLS AN D

H OW C AN YO U AVO ID T H E M TO

H AV E P O SIT IV E IN F LU E N C E AN D
IMPAC T AS LE AD E R ?

T H R E E T R IC K Y T R AP S

1. Our impact on other people is often
different from what we intended.
We judge other people by their behaviour
– what they do and say. When you are a
leader, every communication, however
minor it appears, is important, as you
create the culture by how you behave.
People will observe what you do and
say (or what you fail to do and say) and
will judge you on this. You might have
a positive intention, but if the way you
come across has a negative impact on
them, you will not have the influence or
achieve the results you want.
2. Picking up accurate cues about other
people’s thoughts and feelings is
difficult. We don’t usually know what
they are thinking or feeling unless they
tell us. We sometimes project our own
thoughts and feelings on to them and
assume they see things the way we do.
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This means that we don’t always respond
in the best way to manage the relationship
with them.
3. When misunderstandings occur, our
emotions kick in quickly outside
our conscious control and can derail
the interaction. Steve Peters calls this
our “inner chimp” – our flight or fight
response activates before we can make a
more considered response and conflict
may escalate.
SE V E N TO P T IP S F O R P O SIT IV E
IN F LU E N C E AN D IMPAC T

The good news is that we can learn to behave
in more emotionally-intelligent ways to get
on better with other people and have the
impact we want. Here are my top tips:
1. T
 ake time to build rapport, even with
people you know well. Make eye contact,
smile, ask them how they are and what’s
been happening. Pay attention to the
answer and look for common ground on
which you can build connections.
2. K
 eep your intention in mind – what do
you want to achieve? And what behaviour
(what you do and say) will give you the
best chance of reaching your goal? You may
want to get something done quickly, which
is a positive intention, but if you come
across as impatient and demanding, people
are less likely to go along with you.
3. Monitor how people react to you – what
impact are you having on them? Bear in
mind that “the meaning of a communication
is the response it gets”. If they don’t react as
you expect, check out their understanding
– observe their response and listen to
what they say. Find out their perspective
by asking open questions (“what are your
thoughts on this?”, “how do you feel about
this?”). Avoid questions beginning with
“why”, as this can make people defensive.
4. W
 hen disagreements arise, look for
common ground and areas on which you
can agree. Use inclusive language (“we”)
and switch from the past or present to the
future (“how can we take this forward?”,
“what are the next steps?”, “would you be
willing to…?”).

5. Be mindful of your own emotions and of
what is happening in your body – tension
in your jaw and shoulders, faster heart
rate, shorter shallower breaths – are all
signs that your body is preparing for
flight or fight. Take a deep breath, count
to 10, and move away while you gather
your thoughts. If you notice that you are
feeling frustrated or irritated, take steps
to manage your feelings so they don’t
come out in your behaviour – pause, take
time out, change your speed and tone
of voice, slow down your gestures, say
something positive.
6. C
 ommunicate positive emotions –
enthusiasm, cheerfulness, liking – through
your words, tone of voice and body
language. People will pick up on this and
when their positive emotions are engaged,
you will get their commitment (they do it
because they want to), rather than just their
compliance (they do it because you have
told them to). Brian Cox is an engaging
presenter because he communicates his
emotions, his sense of awe and enthusiasm,
and this elicits similar emotions in us.
7. N
 ever forget to take account of how people
feel. How do you want them (and you) to
feel at the end of the conversation? Bored,
nervous, angry, confused? Or curious,
confident, relaxed, clear? Remind yourself
of how you want them to feel and check
that your behaviour fits with that purpose.
The best communicators make other
people feel good.
Finally, remember that if you can match the
impact of your behaviour to your intention,
you are more likely to achieve the influence
and the outcomes you want.
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